including open university can participate in the competition.

2) Regular students must carry their valid I-card and external students or open university students must carry their registration card at the time of registration of the competition.

3) Age of the participant should not exceed 25 years.

4) Breakfast, tea, lunch will be provided by the organizers.

5) Accommodation on request can be arranged by the organizers on payment of nominal charges (Rs. 120/- per team). Confirmation before 25th August, 2016 is must.

6) Participation must be confirmed before 25th August, 2016.

7) Winning Team shall return Rolling Trophy to the organizers on or before 1st July, 2017 at their own cost.

8) Certificate of participation & Score sheet will be given to every participant.

9) During the competition participant should not disclose their identity, he/she will be addressed by a specific code no. given at the time of registration.

10) No T.A. & D.A. will be provided by the organizers.

11) Participants are not allowed to refer any type of notes or material.

12) Organizers reserves the rights regarding conduct of competition and their decision will be final & binding.

Address for Communication:
D.E.S.’s Shri Navalmal Firodia Law College
Gate No. 3, Tukaram Paduka Chowk, F.C. Road, F.C. Campus, Shivajinagar, Pune - 411 004.
Tel. : (020) 3086 6400, 3086 6401.
Email : dessnflcdebate@gmail.com

Last date of Registration
25th August, 2016

Entry Fee
Rs. 120/- per Team

Registration
30th August, 2016 at 8.00 a.m. to 9.00 a.m.
Shri Navalmal Firodia Law College, Pune

Inauguration
30th August, 2016 at 9.00 a.m. to 10.00 a.m.
Kundanmal Firodia Auditorium, Physiotherapy Bldg., Gate No. 3, F.C. Campus, Pune

:: Venue ::
Preliminary Round
Shri Navalmal Firodia Law College,

Final Round
Kundanmal Firodia Auditorium,
Physiotherapy Bldg.,
Gate No. 3, F.C. Campus, Pune

Faculty Co-ordinator
Asst. Prof. Neeta Ahir - 09579791979

Student Co-ordinator
1) Bhargavi Mahajan (Marathi) - 09881970712
2) Aditya Vyas (Marathi) - 07387525039
3) Deepam Rangwani (English) - 07875621188
4) Vidhi Agarwal (English) - 09582610252

Conveners

Mr. Vikas Kakatkar
Vice-Chairman, Governing Body and Council
Deccan Education Society
Chairman, L. M. C. and DES SNFLC

Dr. Rohini Honap
Principal
DES SNFLC

Deccan Education Society’s
SHRI NAVALMAL FIRODIA
LAW COLLEGE, PUNE
(MIMANSA DEBATE FORUM)
Organizes

Late Gopal Ganesh Agarkar
Smruti Karandak
State Level Inter Collegiate
Debate Competition
(Eighth Edition)

30th & 31st August 2016
DECCAN EDUCATION SOCIETY

Seasons Greeting!
In the fond memory of Late Gopal Ganesh Agarkar D.E.S.’s Shri Navalmal Firodia Law College organises a State Level Inter Collegiate Debate Competition.

Deccan Education Society was established with a mission to ignite the minds and souls of people through education.

D.E.S. was a revolution in the education field which generated leadership and social conscience within the masses.

Starting with New English School it has expanded it’s horizon at all levels and in every field.

Keeping pace with the social needs D.E.S. has been providing opportunities in eduction in emerging field like law, computers, nursing, physiotherapy and even biotechnology.

The common thread throughout development in all the institution is our commitment towards education to masses and generating a sense of social responsibility.

SHRI NAVALMAL FIRODIA LAW COLLEGE is the recent addition to this esteemed society. The college seeks and cultivates a strong conviction of character and strength to explore every potential valor.

DESSNFLC also offers opportunities for overall development and thus seeks to build a responsible and intellectually developed legal professional. We cultivate in the student a passion for excellence as a prevailing attitude.

Within a short span from its inception, DESSNFLC has secured a name amongst the top law colleges of India.

Besides the regular curriculum we focus on co-curricular activities like Moot Court, Research, Legal Aid along with various extra-curricular activities like Cultural, Literary, Sports etc.

LATE GOPAL GANESH AGARKAR SMRUTI KARANDAK:
D.E.S.’s Shri Navalmal Firodia Law College is graced by a vision and glory of Late Gopal Ganesh Agarkar the great social reformer and one amongst the founding fathers of Deccan Education Society. He propagated modern ideologies like individual freedom, rationalism and social justice, based on human reasons. (He gave the dimensions of judiciousness and rationalism to process of social reform in Maharashtra.) There was no dichotomy in his thought and practice. He advocated social change through a philosophy based on scientific thought. His battle for social reform was with determination. To put his principles into practice our college has established ‘MIMANSA’ - Debate Forum, helping students to develop and refine their oratory skills. This debate competition is also part of our mission to imbibe eternal values in society. We welcome your support for this mission and competition.

TOPICS FOR PRELIMINARY ROUND
1) Women’s Entry in temples will achieve woman empowerment.
2) Censorship of films is necessary!
3) It is time to introduce Uniform Civil Code!
4) Extremism is attracting intellectuals!

TOPICS FOR FINAL ROUND
Hate Speech is part of freedom of speech & expression!

TEAM PRIZES
Winner : Late Gopal Ganesh Agarkar Smruti Rolling Trophy, Rs. 7000/- Cash & Certificate
Runners-up : Runner’s Up Trophy, Rs. 5,000/- Cash & Certificate.

Individual Prizes:
Best Speaker : Trophy, Rs. 2000/- Cash & Certificate
Consolation Prize : Trophy, Rs. 1000/- Cash & Certificate.

Special Appreciation Prize: (Total 4 from Preliminary Round) : Rs. 500/-Cash & Certificate.

RULES FOR PRELIMINARY ROUND
1) Participating Team can choose either Marathi or English as a language of expression. Team can select any one topic out of four topics for the preliminary round.
2) College may send two teams. One team for Marathi Language. Each team will consist two students. Under no circumstances single student will be allowed to participate.
3) Time allotted for each participant in preliminary round is (5+2) = 7 minutes.
4) Four teams from preliminary round will be selected for final round (two teams each from Marathi and English Language)
5) In preliminary round one participant of a team shall speak for the motion and other against the motion.
6) Result of preliminary round will be declared on same day, i.e. 30th August, 2016, Details about rules of final round will be briefed after the declaration of results of preliminary round.

RULES FOR FINAL ROUND:
1) Teams will get to know about their respective side through the draw of lots. Therefore, teams should be prepared for both the sides of motion for the final round.
2) For final round time allotted to each team will be 20 minutes (10 minutes for Arguments & 10 minutes for rebuttal). Detailed discussion about the Rules & Norms for final round & explanation regarding queries will be after completion of preliminary round.
3) In the final round judges will ask questions to the participant and marks given for the responses will be considered at the time of preparation of the final result.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1) Students of undergraduate or post-graduate (regular or external) affiliated to any university